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Abstract18

Reconnection in the magnetotail occurs along so-called X-lines, where magnetic field lines tear19

and detach from plasma on microscopic spatial scales (comparable to particle gyroradii). In20

2017–2020 the Magnetospheric MultiScale (MMS) mission detected X-lines in the magneto-21

tail enabling their investigation on local scales. However, the global structure and evolution22

of these X-lines, critical for understanding their formation and total energy conversion mech-23

anisms, remained virtually unknown because of the intrinsically local nature of observations24

and the extreme sparsity of concurrent data. Here we show that mining a multi-mission archive25

of space magnetometer data collected over the last 26 years and then fitting a magnetic field26

representation modeled using flexible basis-functions faithfully reconstructs the global pattern27

of X-lines; 24 of the 26 modeled X-lines match (Bz = 0 isocontours are within ∼ 2 Earth radii28

or RE ) or nearly match (Bz = 2 nT isocontours are within ∼ 2RE ) the locations of the MMS29

encountered reconnection sites. The obtained global reconnection picture is considered in the30

context of substorm activity, including conventional substorms and more complex events.31

Plain Language Summary32

Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental process in plasmas which couples microscopic33

scales (∼electron to proton gyroradii) to explosive macroscopic phenomena many orders of34

magnitude larger, such as solar flares and geomagnetic storms/substorms. Reconnection forms35

along “X-lines”, rifts where oppositely directed magnetic field lines are forced together. In the36

Earth’s magnetosphere, reconnection has been observed by satellites at isolated locations; how-37

ever, the large-scale structure of X-lines and their time evolution remains unknown because38

of the rarity and local nature of observations. Here, ground based measurements of geomag-39

netic activity and solar wind measurements are used to data-mine 26 years of magnetometer40

data from 22 Earth-orbiting satellites, which are then utilized to reconstruct the global mag-41

netic field associated with X-lines in Earth’s magnetosphere. We show that these reconstruc-42

tions pinpoint the reconnection locations by verifying their consistency with direct spacecraft43

observations.44

1 Introduction45

X-lines are one of the most fundamental structures in magnetized plasmas, particularly46

in space, where they link global or even astronomical scale processes to those on the single47

particle orbit scale, thereby allowing those microscale processes to shape the universe (Ji et48

al., 2022). Dungey (1961) suggested that the interaction between Earth’s magnetic dipole and49

the solar wind causes reconnection of magnetic field lines on both the day and nightsides of50

Earth’s magnetosphere. The shape of these reconnecting field lines resembles the letter “X”51

and extends tens of Earth radii (RE = 6,371.2 kilometers) in the dawn-dusk direction thus form-52

ing X-lines. An X-line divides space into four sectors. In one pair of opposing sectors, the mag-53

netic field and plasma converge towards the center of the X while in the other pair they are54

rapidly ejected from it. This reconnection process transforms energy stored in the magnetic55

field into particle kinetic and thermal energy, making it an efficient energy converter and par-56

ticle accelerator (Ji et al., 2022). X-lines couple kinetic processes on proton and even elec-57

tron gyroradius scales (. 0.01RE ) (Torbert et al., 2018) to space weather phenomena on global58

scales: such as solar flares, coronal mass ejections, and magnetospheric storms and substorms59

(∼ 10RE ) (Camporeale, 2019). This range of scales is so immense that its modeling has be-60

come one of the major challenges for nascent exascale computing (Ji et al., 2022).61

While the microscale physics of reconnection in the magnetosphere has been studied in62

detail using recent multi-probe satellite missions (Angelopoulos et al., 2008; Burch, Moore,63

et al., 2016; Burch, Torbert, et al., 2016; Torbert et al., 2018), its global structure is difficult64

to infer from data due to their paucity (rarity and locality): at any moment the huge volume65

of the magnetosphere (& 105RE
3) is probed by less than a dozen spacecraft (Sitnov, Stephens,66

et al., 2019). Understanding the global structure of reconnection is fundamental for determin-67
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ing substorm triggering mechanisms (Sitnov, Birn, et al., 2019) and the total energy conver-68

sion during storms and substorms (Angelopoulos et al., 2013; Angelopoulos et al., 2020). Fur-69

ther, if X-line maps can be constructed from data, these maps could guide large-scale mag-70

netohydrodynamic simulations of the magnetosphere by introducing a non-zero resistivity at71

their locations (Birn et al., 1996).72

On the dayside, the X-line location can be readily estimated from the global geometry73

of the solar wind and Earth’s magnetic fields along with other well-defined physical param-74

eters (Fuselier et al., 2011). In contrast, nightside reconnection is much less understood. Here,75

the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction stretches the dipole field lines in the antisunward di-76

rection forming the magnetotail while storing energy in the magnetic field. The release of this77

stored energy via reconnection is often unsteady and spontaneous. Observations of substorms78

(McPherron et al., 1973; Russell & McPherron, 1973; Hones Jr., 1984; Baker et al., 1996; An-79

gelopoulos et al., 2008, 2013) suggest that new X-lines form in the tail at distances of 10–30RE80

and that this distance is controlled by the solar wind input (Nagai et al., 2005; Nagai & Shi-81

nohara, 2022). However, despite decades of debate and being the target of dedicated satellite82

missions (Nagai et al., 2005; Angelopoulos et al., 2008; Burch, Moore, et al., 2016), the fac-83

tors that determine the emergence, location, size, and shape of nightside X-lines remain a ma-84

jor mystery in heliophysics.85

The recent four-probe Magnetospheric MultiScale (MMS) mission (Burch, Moore, et al.,86

2016) enabled microscopic analysis of magnetotail reconnection down to electron gyroradius87

scales (Torbert et al., 2018). During four years of MMS observations, 26 potential X-line en-88

counters were found in the magnetotail (Rogers et al., 2019, 2021), where explosive recon-89

nection causes substorms (Angelopoulos et al., 2008; Angelopoulos et al., 2020; Sitnov, Stephens,90

et al., 2019). They were detected in the form of Ion Diffusion Regions (IDRs) characterized91

by reversals of the North-South component of the magnetic field, Bz, and of the Sun-Earth com-92

ponent of the proton bulk flow velocity, vx.93

In this study, the global structure of magnetotail reconnection is derived from a large set94

of historic satellite magnetometer measurements using an advanced data mining (DM) approach95

combined with a flexible analytical model of the magnetospheric current systems. We show96

that our technique provides evidence justifying the global reconnection structure: the obtained97

contours delineating Bz reversals pass through most of the micro-scale IDRs observed by MMS98

(section 3). We further discuss implications of the obtained magnetotail picture to the mul-99

tiscale structure of its current sheet (section 3.2), and then describe its uncertainty and in-situ100

validation errors (section 4). We then discuss the global X-line structure in the context of sub-101

storm activity (section 5). This includes the evolution of the magnetotail structure during a par-102

ticular substorm event and some unusual substorm effects. The results are summarized in sec-103

tion 6. Throughout this study, vector quantities are represented in the Geocentric Solar Mag-104

netospheric System (GSM).105

2 Data Mining Solution of the Data Paucity Problem106

The key to solving the data paucity problem lies in the recurrent nature and repeatable107

pattern of storms and substorms. The storm recurrence time for medium intensity storms is108

approximately two weeks (Reyes et al., 2021), while it is 2–4 h for periodic substorm (Borovsky109

& Yakymenko, 2017). This repeatability allows the magnetic field to be reconstructed not only110

from observations at the moment of interest but also from records identified via mining the111

space magnetometer archive (section 2.1) by searching for other times when the magnetosphere112

was in a similar global state. The magnetospheric state is characterized using geomagnetic in-113

dices (metrics of magnetic activity derived from networks of ground magnetometers) and so-114

lar wind conditions. Specifically, the magnetospheric state is defined using a 5D state-space115

vector, G(t)= (G1, ...,G5), formed from the geomagnetic storm index (SMRc), substorm in-116

dex (SML), their time derivatives, and the solar wind electric field parameter (vBIMF
z ; where117

v is the solar wind speed and BIMF
z is the North-South component of the Interplanetary Mag-118
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netic Field, IMF). The SMR and SML (SMRc is a pressure-corrected SMR (Tsyganenko, An-119

dreeva, Sitnov, et al., 2021)) indices are provided by the SuperMag project (Gjerloev, 2012)120

and represent variations of the ground-based magnetometer records from low/mid- and high-121

latitude stations respectively analogous to the Sym-H and AL indices used before (Sitnov et122

al., 2008; Stephens et al., 2019). Further details on the magnetospheric state-space are pro-123

vided in section 2.2.124

The DM algorithm employed is based on the k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier method125

(Wettschereck et al., 1997; Sitnov et al., 2008). To illustrate the algorithm, assume the mag-126

netic field reconstruction, B(t), is sought for a query time t = t(q). This corresponds to a par-127

ticular point in the 5D state-space, G(q)=G(t(q)). Surrounding this point will be other points,128

G(i), in close proximity to it; i.e., its nearest neighbors (NNs). Distances between points in129

state-space are computed using the Euclidean metric. These NNs identify a relatively small130

subset of data from a large magnetometer database that are then used to fit a magnetic field131

model, yielding B(t(q)). The specific choice of the number of NNs to use in the reconstruc-132

tion, kNN , is dictated by a balance between over- and under-fitting. Stephens and Sitnov (2021)133

found the optimal number to be kNN = 32,000 for tail reconstructions of substorms, corre-134

sponding to ∼ 1% of the total database. The resulting subset is composed of a very small num-135

ber (∼ 1–10) of real (from the event of interest) but many (∼ 105) virtual (from other events)136

satellites. See section 2.3 for a more detailed description.137

The large number of virtual points enables new magnetic field architectures (Tsyganenko138

& Sitnov, 2007; Stephens et al., 2019), which differ from classical empirical models with custom-139

tailored modules (e.g., Tsyganenko & Sitnov, 2005) by utilizing regular basis function expan-140

sions for the major magnetospheric current systems, to be used for the reconstructions. In par-141

ticular, all near-equatorial currents are approximated by two expansions representing general142

current distributions of thick and thin current sheets with different thickness parameters D and143

DTCS. The latter accounts for the formation of ion-scale thin current sheets (TCS) prior to sub-144

storm onset (Sergeev et al., 2011) as is further discussed in section 2.4.145

The solar wind plasma and IMF measurements were obtained from the NASA Space Physics146

Data Facility through OMNIWeb (https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/ow min.html). OMNIWeb uti-147

lizes solar wind measurements from the ACE, Wind, IMP 8, and Geotail mission’s magnetic148

field and plasma instruments applying a time delay to propagate them to the bow shock nose.149

The 5-min cadence OMNI products were used throughout this study, including the values for150

the solar wind velocity, flow pressure, and the IMF. The SML and SMR 1-min indices were151

downloaded from the SuperMAG webpage (https://supermag.jhuapl.edu/indices).152

The methodology (DM algorithm and magnetic field architecture) presented here advances153

that of previous works, notably Stephens et al. (2019). The primary changes are: (i) an up-154

dated magnetometer archive, (ii) replacing the Sym-H and AL indices by SMR and SML re-155

spectively, (iii) distance-weighting of the NNs, (iv) new spatial dependent TCS module, and156

(v) the “bowl-shaped” deformation for the equatorial current sheet. The remainder of this sec-157

tion (2.1–2.4) provides additional details on the above summary and is provided here for com-158

pleteness.159

2.1 Archive of Space Magnetometer Data160

The heritage of the space magnetometer data used in this study dates to earlier empir-161

ical models of storms (Tsyganenko & Sitnov, 2007) and subsequent DM reconstructions (Sitnov162

et al., 2008). As the DM approach relies on knowledge of the solar wind plasma and IMF con-163

ditions, the start of the magnetometer archive (January 1995) was chosen to approximately co-164

incide with the advent of continuous long-term L1 monitoring of the upstream solar wind which165

began in late 1994 with the launch of the Wind spacecraft. That archive (Tsyganenko & Sit-166

nov, 2007) consisted of magnetic field observations from the IMP-8, Geotail, the Geosynchronous167

GOES-8, 9, 10, and 12 satellites, Cluster, and Polar missions. The time-resolution of the mag-168

netometer data provided by the missions is often higher than is necessary for global scale re-169
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constructions, so it is common practice to downsample the original data source to a regular170

cadence by time-averaging over multiple measurements (e.g., Tsyganenko, Andreeva, Kubyshk-171

ina, et al., 2021). A decision must then be made for the frequency of the downsampled data.172

The archive from Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2007) and Sitnov et al. (2008) choose 15 min av-173

eraging cadence except for when spacecraft were located within r < 5RE , in which the higher174

spacecraft velocities prompted for a 5 min data cadence. This archive is available at http://geo.phys.spbu.ru/∼tsyganenko/data sets.html.175

The data archive from Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2007) was later augmented for the DM176

reconstructions of substorms by updating the Polar and Cluster datasets and by adding the THEMIS177

and Van Allen probes magnetometer data (Stephens et al., 2019). This expansion proved use-178

ful in populating the equatorial inner magnetosphere and near-tail region with data. In con-179

structing this archive, the data from these four missions was averaged to a 5 min cadence, but180

when incorporated into the DM algorithm, it was downsampled to 15 min when the spacecraft181

location was r ≥ 5RE to be consistent with the earlier archive. This extended database (in-182

cluding the Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2007) database) is available on the NASA Space Physics183

Data Facility: https://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/data/aaa special-purpose-datasets/empirical-magnetic-184

field-modeling-database-with-TS07D-coefficients/. This archive was again extended in subse-185

quent substorm reconstructions by adding the available MMS data, which at that time had com-186

pleted a full season sampling the midtail following the extension of the MMS apogee to r≈187

25RE (Sitnov, Stephens, et al., 2019; Stephens & Sitnov, 2021). The addition of MMS data188

proved useful in the reconstruction of the mid-tail region including the resolution of X-line189

features (Sitnov, Stephens, et al., 2019). For those substorm reconstructions, data beyond the190

primary apogee of the Geotail mission, r = 31RE , was filtered. This was performed primar-191

ily to remove data points from the two THEMIS probes as they transitioned to the ARTEMIS192

orbit, as the inclusion of this distant data could produce anomalous results (Stephens et al.,193

2019).194

In this study, the magnetometer data archive has again been updated. First, given the im-195

portance of the MMS dataset to this particular investigation, it was extended through the end196

of the year 2020, now encompassing three full tail seasons. Further, in February of 2019, the197

MMS apogee was raised from r≈ 25RE to r≈ 29RE (Williams et al., 2020), increasing the198

amount of data in this region. Second, the THEMIS, Cluster, Van Allen Probes, and MMS datasets199

were all downsampled to a universal 5 min cadence, instead of switching between 5 and 15200

min based on spacecraft’s radial distance. The motivation being that the previous substorm in-201

vestigations demonstrated that the DM approach can indeed reconstruct changes in the mag-202

netosphere on the scale approaching 5 min resolution (Stephens et al., 2019; Sitnov, Stephens,203

et al., 2019). The remaining spacecraft datasets (Geotail, IMP-8, and GOES satellites) retain204

the 15 min data cadence. The third is that the radial filter was increased from 31RE to 36RE .205

Although, as Figure S1 indicates, the data between 31RE and 36RE is relatively sparse, its in-206

clusion was found to help stabilize the reconstructions in the region r≈ 25–31RE , which was207

of particular importance for this study. The result is an archive of 8,649,672 magnetometer208

data records spanning the years 1995–2020 and radial distance 1.5 to 36RE . The resulting spa-209

tial distribution of the records is shown in Figure S1 while the breakdown of each individual210

spacecraft’s contribution to the archive is displayed in Table 1.211

The general process for constructing these datasets is as follows. First, the magnetome-212

ter data is downloaded from either the mission webpage or a community resource such as the213

NASA Space Physics Data Facility. Any anomalous data records are removed. The contribu-214

tion of the internal magnetic field is removed utilizing the International Geomagnetic Refer-215

ence Field (IGRF model) (Alken et al., 2021). Data collected when the spacecraft was out-216

side the magnetopause is filtered by either visual determination of magnetopause crossings or217

by application of empirical magnetopause models (e.g., Shue et al., 1998). The resulting data218

are then downsampled to the requisite data cadence using boxcar averaging. As one approaches219

the surface of the Earth, the magnitude of the background magnetic field, |Bint |, becomes very220

large relative to the magnetic field generated by external current sources, |Bext |. Thus, distin-221

guishing the external and internal fields requires attitude knowledge beyond the capacity of222
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Table 1. The Archive of Space Magnetometer Data.

Spacecraft Number Period Cadence (min)

Cluster 1 756,822 2001–2015 5
Cluster 2 753,580 2001–2015 5
Cluster 3 748,084 2001–2015 5
Cluster 4 561,497 2001–2015 5
Geotail 133,107 1995–2005 15
Polar 844,212 1996–2006 5
IMP-8 10,177 1995–2000 15

GOES-8 233,674 1995–2003 15
GOES-9 84,951 1995–1998 15
GOES-10 213,295 1999–2005 15
GOES-12 79,569 2003–2005 15

THEMIS-A 702,043 2008–2015 5
THEMIS-B 78,523 2008–2011 5
THEMIS-C 115,459 2008–2011 5
THEMIS-D 702,388 2008–2015 5
THEMIS-E 711,441 2008–2015 5
Van Allen A 337,582 2012–2016 5
Van Allen B 337,610 2012–2016 5

MMS 1 312,040 2015–2020 5
MMS 2 312,050 2015–2020 5
MMS 3 311,349 2015–2020 5
MMS 4 310,219 2015–2020 5

Total 8,649,672 1995–2020 5/15

many spacecraft missions. For these reasons data is excluded when r < 1.5RE for equatorial223

orbiting spacecraft. For polar orbiting spacecraft (Polar and Cluster), a larger exclusion radius224

of r < 3.2RE was used to prevent the large magnetic field deviations due to low-altitude FACs225

from biasing the fit.226

2.2 Storm-Substorm-Solar Wind State-Space227

Storms and substorms and their response to solar wind drivers have a tendency to de-228

velop in repeatable and predictable ways as indicated by their manifestation in geomagnetic229

indices (e.g., Liemohn et al., 2018). This makes their empirical reconstruction using DM pos-230

sible. To do this, the storm/substorm state of the magnetosphere is assumed to be character-231

izable using a low-dimensional state-space (Vassiliadis, 2006). For example, earlier storm stud-232

ies formulated a 3D state-space based on the storm-time index Sym-H, its time derivative, and233

the solar wind electric field parameter vBIMF
z (Sitnov et al., 2008) (where v is the X compo-234

nent of the solar wind bulk velocity which is multiplied by the Z component of the IMF in235

GSM coordinates), the idea being that these three parameters are representative of the storm-236

state of the magnetosphere (Burton et al., 1975; Vassiliadis et al., 1999). At any given mo-237

ment in time the storm-state of the magnetosphere is represented as a state-vector, G(t), within238

this state-space. As the storm develops, it will plot a trajectory through this state-space and239

similar events will trace similar trajectories. Subsequent substorm investigations expanded to240

a 5D state-space by adding the substorm index AL along with its time derivative (Stephens et241

al., 2019). For this study, the AL and Sym-H indices have been replaced by their SuperMAG242

counterparts (Gjerloev, 2012), SML and SMR respectively (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011, 2012).243

The primary reason for this change was that, as of the writing of this study, the digital val-244
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ues for the AL index are not available beyond March of 2018. This would have nullified the245

expansion of the MMS dataset discussed in the previous section. Further, the SuperMAG in-246

dices are computed using a much larger number of ground magnetometer stations (on the or-247

der of ∼ 100 instead of ∼ 10 that are used for AL and Sym-H). In particular, the higher den-248

sity and smaller gaps between stations allows the SML index to detect substorms that may be249

missed by the AL index (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011). As with the earlier studies, the storm in-250

dex has been pressure corrected to remove magnetic perturbations caused by the compression251

of the magnetopause (Gonzalez et al., 1994). The pressure corrected index, SMRc, is defined:252

SMRc= 0.8·SMR−13
√

Pdyn (Tsyganenko, Andreeva, Sitnov, et al., 2021). The 5D storm/substorm253

state-space used here is defined:254

G1(t) = 〈SMRc| ∝
∫ 0

−Πst/2
SMRc(t + τ)cos(πτ/Πst)dτ (1)

G2(t) = D〈SMRc|/Dt ∝

∫ 0

−Πst/2
SMRc(t + τ)cos(2πτ/Πst)dτ (2)

G3(t) = 〈SML| ∝
∫ 0

−Πsst/2
SML(t + τ)cos(πτ/Πsst)dτ (3)

G4(t) = D〈SML|/Dt ∝

∫ 0

−Πsst/2
SML(t + τ)cos(2πτ/Πsst)dτ (4)

G5(t) = 〈vBIMF
s | ∝

∫
τ∞

0
vBIMF

s (t− τ∞ + τ)exp [(τ− τ∞)/τ0]dτ (5)

The integration convolves the original time-series data with smoothing windows, indi-255

cated by the 〈. . . | notation. In the case of eq. (1) and eq. (3) the windows are half cosines which256

acts to smooth SMRc and SML over storm (Πst/2 = 6 h) and substorms scales (Πsst/2 = 1257

h) respectively (Stephens et al., 2019). Meanwhile, their smoothed time derivatives, indicated258

by the D〈. . . |/Dt notation, eq. (2) and eq. (4), are defined using two half cosine masks as de-259

scribed in Sitnov et al. (2012). The fifth parameter, eq. (5), uses an exponential function to260

smooth over vBIMF
s (where BIMF

s = −BIMF
z when BIMF

z < 0 and BIMF
s = 0 otherwise). The261

exponential function not only acts as a smoothing window but also captures the loading of mag-262

netic flux in the lobes during the substorm growth phase, thus, the e-folding time, τ0 = 0.5263

h, was set based on the typical duration of the growth phase (Partamies et al., 2013). Six e-264

foldings were used in the convolution, τ∞ = 6τ0. Note, the integration only occurs over past265

data, as indicated by the limits of integration in eqs. (1)–(5), to prevent non-causal effects, that266

is, to prevent G from reacting to changes that have not yet occurred.267

G(t) is then discretized by sampling eqs. (1)–(5) at a 5-min cadence spanning the years268

1995–2020 (corresponding to the magnetometer archive time period). Thus, each 5-min mo-269

ment corresponds to a particular point in state-space, G(t = ti), for a total number of points270

kSS ≈ 2.7 · 106. Note, kSS does not generally equal the number of magnetometer records in271

the archive, kDB = 8.6·106 from Table 1, since each state-space point may correspond to zero,272

one, or many magnetometer records. The DM reconstructions also then operate on a 5-min273

cadence.274

2.3 Mining Data Using k-Nearest Neighbors275

Our approach resembles the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) method of DM (Vassiliadis et276

al., 1995; Wettschereck et al., 1997), but also has important distinctions (Sitnov et al., 2008;277

Stephens et al., 2019). First, while the kNN subsets are first identified in the state-space, the278

magnetic field reconstruction is performed in the real space using magnetometer observations279
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that occurred during those kNN moments. The choice of the number of kNN must be ample enough280

to fit flexible magnetic field models with high degrees of freedom (Tsyganenko & Sitnov, 2007;281

Stephens et al., 2019) while at the same time sufficiently small, 1� kNN � kSS, as to pro-282

vide adequate sensitivity to the storm and substorm phases. Second, the state-space includes283

the smoothed time derivatives of the activity indices to increase the sensitivity of the DM pro-284

cedure to these phases and to capture memory effects of the magnetosphere as a dynamic sys-285

tem (Sitnov et al., 2001).286

Consider a particular moment of interest, t = t(q), which corresponds to a query point287

in state-space G(q)=G(t(q)). The distance, R(i)
q , between each other state-space point, G(i),288

and G(q) is then defined using the Euclidean distance metric:289

R(i)
q =

√√√√ 5

∑
k=1

(
G(i)

k −G(q)
k

)2
/σ2

Gk
, (6)

where each state-space component, Gk from eqs. (1)–(5), is standardized by dividing by its290

standard deviation σGk (computed over the entirety of the state-space). The kNN closest points291

in state-space thus form the NN subset for t = t(q).292

Since the number of state-space points, kSS, is quite large, the number of our instance-293

based subset kNN can also be made sufficiently large to use for the magnetic field reconstruc-294

tion a sufficiently flexible model with many degrees of freedom, which is described in the next295

section. The specific value of kNN = 32,000 (∼ 1% of kSS) used in this study was found be-296

fore to provide good validation results and resolve the spatial structure of the magnetic field297

and its evolution during substorms without overfitting (Stephens et al., 2019; Sitnov, Stephens,298

et al., 2019; Stephens & Sitnov, 2021). Recall, each NN corresponds to a particular moment,299

thus adjacent NNs form intervals in time when the magnetosphere was presumably in a sim-300

ilar state. Those time intervals are then used to extract a subset of magnetometer records from301

the archive (Table 1). The number of records in the magnetometer subset, SNN , again is not302

generally equal to kNN as it depends on the number of probes available at any NN moment.303

Typical values of SNN for this study are SNN ≈ 9 ·104.304

The model architecture (section 2.4) is then fit by minimizing the weighted RMS dif-305

ference between the observed and modeled magnetic field vectors over the kNN subset:306

M(NN)
err =

√
∑

j∈SNN

∑
i=x,y,z

w jw(0)(r)
[
B(mod)

i (r( j))−B j,obs
i

]2
, (7)

where B j,obs
i is the magnetic field record from the kNN subset and B(mod)

i (r( j)) is the value307

of the ith magnetic field component of the model evaluated at the spacecraft location of jth308

NN observation r( j).309

Note that the data points in the objective function eq. (7) are weighted by two factors,310

w j and w(0)(r), with the latter acting to mitigate the inhomogeneity of magnetometer records311

in the real space, which is seen from Figure S1. In this weighting procedure, which is described312

in more detail in Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2007), the data is binned into 0.5RE intervals of the313

geocentric distance r. Then the weight w(0)(r) is calculated as 〈∆N〉/max{0.2〈∆N〉,∆Ni}, where314

∆Ni is the number of data points in the ith bin and 〈∆N〉 is the average number per bin over315

the entire set.316

The other weighting, w j, distance-weights each magnetometer record based on its cor-317

responding NN’s distance, R(i)
q , to the query point, G(q), in the state-space using a Gaussian318

function:319
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w j = exp

−1
2

(
R( j)

q

σRNN

)2
. (8)

RNN is the radius of the NN sphere defined as the distance between the query point G(q) and320

the furthest NN: RNN =max
{

R(i)
q

}
. This weighting scheme gives higher weights to data points321

that are presumably more similar to the event of interest which also mitigates kNN’s bias to-322

wards weaker events caused by the inhomogeneity of data in the state-space (Stephens et al.,323

2020). The specific value of the weighting parameter σ = 0.3 used in this study was found324

in earlier studies to improve the spatial reconstruction and avoid overfitting for the chosen value325

of kNN .326

2.4 Model Magnetic Field Architecture327

The analytical description of the magnetospheric magnetic field used in this study is sim-328

ilar to that of earlier empirical reconstructions of substorms and is described in more detail329

in (Stephens et al., 2019) (the only differences are the variable TCS structure and the adop-330

tion of the “bowl-shaped” deformation as discussed below). The total magnetospheric mag-331

netic field, Btot , can be described as a summation of fields owing to individual current sys-332

tems: Btot =Bint +BFAC+Beq+BMP. The internal field, Bint , generated by currents deep in333

the Earth’s interior, is represented by the IGRF model (Alken et al., 2021).Of interest are the334

magnetic fields generated by currents flowing within geospace, termed the external field, Bext .335

Specifically here, assuming the magnetopause as a perfectly conducting layer, the set of cur-336

rent systems is limited to those flowing within the magnetopause, the field-aligned currents337

BFAC and equatorial currents Beq, and on the magnetopause BMP.338

The building block for the equatorial current systems is the general magnetic vector po-339

tential solution of a thin current sheet, Asheet , as detailed by Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2007).340

Solved in cylindrical coordinates (ρ ,φ ,z), the solution is composed of a Fourier series in φ and341

a Fourier-Bessel series in ρ , and the resulting magnetic field, Bsheet =∇×Asheet , is given by342

a basis function expansion having the form:343

Bsheet(ρ,φ ,z) =
N

∑
n=1

a(s)0n B(s)
0n +

M

∑
m=1

N

∑
n=1

(a(o)mnB(o)
mn +a(e)mnB(e)

mn), (9)

where B0n, B(o)
mn , and B(e)

mn are basis functions with axially symmetry, odd (sine), and even (co-344

sine) symmetry respectively; while amn are the amplitude coefficients. Defining the magnetic345

field as the curl of a magnetic vector potential ensures a divergenceless magnetic field and al-346

lows for modifications to the current sheet structure discussed below.347

Note, although this yields an arbitrary description in ρ and φ , its structure in z is rigidly348

defined to be an infinitely thin current sheet at z= 0. However, the Dirac delta profile of the349

current density in z can be broadened into a realistic finite distribution by performing the vari-350

able substitution ζ =
√

z2 +D2, introducing the parameter D as the current sheet half-thickness.351

Note, the thickness parameter D need not be a constant but can take the form of a differen-352

tiable function D = D(ρ,φ).353

A distinctive feature of the magnetotail is the formation of multiscale current sheets in354

the substorm growth phase with an ion-scale thin current sheet (TCS) embedded into a much355

thicker current sheet (Sergeev et al., 2011). In order to capture this feature, Stephens et al. (2019)356

used two such expansions to describe the equatorial field:357

B(eq)(ρ,φ ,z) = B(eq)(ρ,φ ,z;D)+B(eq)(ρ,φ ,z;DTCS), (10)
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where DTCS is constrained to be DTCS <D. Further studies (Stephens et al., 2019; Sitnov, Stephens,358

et al., 2019) confirmed the buildup of TCS in the growth phase of substorms and their decay359

during the expansion and recovery phases.360

These earlier studies assumed a spatially constant TCS thickness, DTCS = const, al-361

though it was allowed to vary in time (Stephens et al., 2019). Here, the embedded TCS struc-362

ture has been further generalized to verify the possible physical mechanisms of the TCS for-363

mation. It can be explained, (e.g., Sitnov et al., 2006), by figure-eight like Speiser (1965) pro-364

ton orbits. If this is the case, the parameter DTCS of the magnetic field model should depend365

on the distance ρ from the Earth because the Speiser orbit size, ρSi, is inversely proportional366

to the magnetic field outside the sheet, BL, which itself depends on ρ (Wang et al., 2004). To367

take this effect into account, the TCS half-thickness from eq. (10) is represented by:368

DTCS(x,y) =
(

αe−βρ ′ +D−1
0

)−1
,ρ ′ =

√
(x− x0)

2 + y2. (11)

This functional form of the TCS introduces four free parameters, α , β , D0, and x0. DTCS369

asymptotically approaches a value of D0 as ρ gets large and is constrained to be D0 <D. The370

α parameter, which must be positively valued, shifts the curve along ρ , with small values, e.g.,371

α ≈ 0.001, resembling a constant curve DTCS = D0, while larger values move the curve to372

larger values of ρ . Meanwhile the β parameter affects how gradually the curve approaches373

D0, with smaller/larger values corresponding to a more gradual/abrupt transition. The fourth374

parameter, x0, allows DTCS to shift along the Sun-Earth line.375

A further complication is that the equatorial current system rarely lies in a plane cen-376

tered about z= 0. The Earth’s dipole axis is not generally orthogonal to the direction of the377

solar wind flow. The angle that the dipole axis makes with the Z axis of the GSM coordinate378

system is the “dipole tilt angle”. Its non-zero value may cause bending and warping of the tail379

current sheet while changes in the IMF clock angle (the angle between geomagnetic north and380

the projection of the IMF vector onto the GSM Y-Z plane) may twist the current sheet (Tsyganenko381

& Fairfield, 2004; Tsyganenko et al., 2015). These effects can be accounted for by applica-382

tion of the general deformation technique (Tsyganenko, 1998). Specifically, here the “bowl-383

shaped” deformation from Tsyganenko (2014) is used, introducing three additional free pa-384

rameters which define the center of the current sheet; the hinging distance RH , the warping385

parameter G, and the twisting parameter TW .386

The values of M and N determine the number of azimuthal and radial expansions in eq. (9)387

respectively and thus the resolution of the equatorial currents in φ and ρ respectively. Here,388

as with previous substorm investigations (Stephens et al., 2019), (M,N)= (6,8) as this was389

determined a sufficient resolution to resolve current structure throughout the near and mid-tail390

without overfitting to data (Stephens & Sitnov, 2021). Further, as with the prior investigations,391

in order to account for potential dynamical pressure effects on the structure of equatorial cur-392

rents, each of the amplitude coefficient terms in eq. (9) are made explicit functions of Pdyn:393

a(γ)
αβ

= a(γ)0,αβ
+a(γ)1,αβ

√
Pdyn, doubling their number. The end result is a total of 416 amplitude394

coefficients which determine the spatial structure of the equatorial current sheet.395

The FAC magnetic field, BFAC, module used in this study is identical to that of Stephens396

et al. (2019). The foundation of their analytical description are the radially flowing conical cur-397

rent systems developed in Tsyganenko (1991), which are then bent to follow approximately398

dipolar field lines using the general deformation technique which also accounts for the day-399

night asymmetry (Tsyganenko, 2002a). The azimuthal dependence of the conical currents uti-400

lizes a Fourier series, giving them flexibility to reconstruct the magnetic local time variations401

of the FACs but at the expense of having a very rigid latitudinal structure. In order to mimic402

expansion like flexibility in latitude, four such conical current systems are placed at overlap-403

ping latitudes. The first four Fourier terms are used for each of the four latitudinal varying con-404

ical currents resulting in a total of 16 linear amplitude coefficients that determine the FACs405

spatial structure. Global rescaling parameters were introduced to allow the FACs to shrink and406
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grow in response to storm and substorm phases. Instead of allowing each of the four current407

systems to rescale independently, the two higher latitude systems were tied to one parameter408

κR1 and the two lower to another κR2. The values of κR1 and κR2 were constrained so that they409

approximated the region-1 and region-2 current systems respectively. This formulation was shown410

to successfully reproduce the more complex spiral like FAC pattern observed in the AMPERE411

data (Sitnov et al., 2017).412

Unlike the other external fields, in which the magnetic field sought is consistent with some413

conceptualization of a current system, the magnetopause magnetic field, BMP, does not attempt414

to represent a current. Instead, the domain of validity of the model is restricted to just inside415

the magnetopause current layer, where jMP = 0. Thus, BMP is irrotational and can be repre-416

sented by a magnetic scalar potential, BMP =−∇U and its formulation is simply the solution417

to Laplace’s equation: ∇2U = 0 (Tsyganenko, 2013). In this context, BMP is termed a shield-418

ing field in that it ensures the magnetosphere is closed, that is, that field lines do not cross the419

magnetopause. A closed magnetosphere is represented by the condition Btot ·n|S = 0, where420

S is the modeled magnetopause boundary and n is the normal to that surface. Here, as with421

previous studies, S is defined as the Shue magnetopause (Shue et al., 1998). In practice it is422

more tractable to represent BMP as a combination of shielding fields: BMP =B(sh)
int +B(sh)

FAC+423

B(sh)
eq ; that way, each shielding field can be formulated independently using a coordinate sys-424

tem and geometry that makes sense for that particular system. For example, owing to the cylin-425

drical geometry of Beq, Ueq is represented by an expansion of Fourier-Bessel harmonics (eq. 20426

of Tsyganenko & Sitnov, 2007), while Uint and UFAC utilize an expansion of “Box” harmon-427

ics, appendix of Tsyganenko (1998) and eq. 34 of Tsyganenko (1995) respectively. The co-428

efficients of the shielding field expansion are found by minimizing the normal component of429

the combined field at the magnetopause boundary, e.g., min
[
(Beq, j +B(sh)

eq, j) ·n j

]
. For a more430

thorough discussion on this topic see Tsyganenko (2013).431

One more consideration built into the structure of the model is the magnetosphere’s ex-432

pansion and contraction in response to changes in the solar wind dynamical pressure, Pdyn. It433

is well established from observations of magnetopause crossings that the magnetopause responds434

to decreases/increases in Pdyn by expanding/contracting in a self-similar way, that is, its size435

changes but not its shape (e.g., Sibeck et al., 1991; Shue et al., 1998). This self-similarity is436

easily represented by rescaling the position vector as a function of Pdyn. Using simple pres-437

sure balance considerations the functional form of this rescaling is r′=Pdyn
−κ r, where κ =438

1/6 for a perfect dipole (Mead & Beard, 1964). Here, as with many previous empirical stud-439

ies, all current systems are assumed to possess the same self-similarity rescaling, that is they440

all take the same functional form and same value of κ (Tsyganenko, 2013). This assumption441

simplifies the shielding of these fields as both the shielded and the shielding fields rescale to-442

gether. κ could be treated as a free parameter when the model is fit to data, however, previ-443

ous studies have shown κ to be relatively stable (Tsyganenko, 2002b), so here a constant value444

of κ = 0.155 from Tsyganenko and Sitnov (2007) was used.445

To summarize, the final magnetic field model configuration includes 432 linear ampli-446

tude coefficients and 10 free non-linear parameters D, α , β , D0, x0, RH , G, TW , κR1, and κR2447

which are determined by fitting them to the identified subset of magnetometer data. The lin-448

ear coefficients are determined by applying the singular value decomposition pseudo-inversion449

method to the overdetermined linear least squares problem (Jackson, 1972; Press et al., 1992).450

The non-linear parameters are found by embedding the linear solver within the Nelder-Mead451

downhill simplex algorithm (Nelder & Mead, 1965).452

3 Ion Diffusion Regions and Reconstructed Global Reconnection Structures453

3.1 Reconnection Features in the Equatorial Plane454

The main goal of the MMS mission (Burch, Moore, et al., 2016) was the detection and455

investigation of reconnection regions in the magnetosphere and its boundary. That goal was456
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relatively easy to achieve at the magnetopause because of its regular structure (Fuselier et al.,457

2011) and in the magnetosheath due to multiple reconnection sites in its turbulent plasma vol-458

ume (Phan et al., 2018). By contrast, only a handful of fortunate X-line encounters were de-459

tected/investigated in the magnetotail (Torbert et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019). In this regard,460

the proposed DM reconstructions offer an attractive opportunity to explore the dynamics of461

magnetotail topology on a global scale, and its fidelity can be demonstrated by comparing our462

results with MMS observations. Magnetic reconnection can be directly observed if and when463

a spacecraft fortuitously flies through an Ion Diffusion Region (IDR), as shown in Figure 1.464

A recent systematic survey of MMS plasma and field data in 2017 (Rogers et al., 2019) iden-465

tified 12 such magnetotail IDRs, defined as correlated reversals of the proton bulk flow ve-466

locity, vx, and the North-South magnetic field, Bz, as shown in the Figure 1 inset, along with467

additional Hall magnetic and electric field signatures. That analysis was later extended to 2018–468

2020 for a total of 26 IDR events (Rogers et al., 2021) labeled here A–Z, “IDR alphabet”, listed469

in Table 2. The second column in the table lists the starting date and time of each IDR inter-470

val found in Rogers et al. (2021). Due to the 5-min cadence of our DM approach, the actual471

reconstructed times are rounded to the nearest 5-min as indicated in the third column.472

The DM reconstruction of the magnetic field for event Y in the early expansion phase473

of the 5 August 2020 substorm (Figure 1) shows the formation of an X-line at r≈ 23RE in474

the tail within ∼ 1RE from the corresponding IDR marked by the large green circle. This data-475

derived image of the X-line resembles sketches of solar flare arcades (e.g., Shiota et al., 2005)476

but with a fundamental advantage that it is backed by a quantitative description. The X-line477

appears on the dusk flank of the tail illustrated as the earthward part of the Bz = 0 isocontour478

in the equatorial plane (black line). It also corresponds to an earthward edge of a relatively479

long (25RE ) spiral structure, shown by the sample field lines that encircle the tailward part of480

the Bz = 0 isocontour and form a magnetic O-line.481

The projection of the magnetic field at the center of the tail current sheet into the equa-482

torial plane is displayed in Figure 2D showing that the Bz = 0 contour passes within ∼ 1RE483

of the IDR observed by MMS. This success is remarkable given that only ∼ 0.03% (32 of the484

105,975) of the measurements used to reconstruct the magnetic field were taken from this event,485

with the other 99.97% coming from other similar events identified using the above described486

DM approach. The reconstructions of three other events (G, M, W) presented in Figure 2 also487

show the Bz = 0 contours pass within ∼ 1RE of the observed IDRs. Closer examination shows488

that only events G, W, and Y are X-lines, whereas event M corresponds to an O-line. Indeed,489

since the microscale formation of the MMS tetrahedron cannot determine X-line motions us-490

ing timing analysis, (e.g., Eastwood et al., 2010), or by framing the X-lines by being tailward491

and earthward of them (Angelopoulos et al., 2008), it cannot distinguish whether they are X-492

or O-lines.493

The fourth column of Table 2 specifies the computed distance, D0nT, between each MMS494

observed IDR event and the reconstructed Bz = 0 nT contour (distance is found as the min-495

imum radius of the 3D sphere originating from the MMS tetrahedron which crosses the cor-496

responding Bz = const contour). This demonstrates that the consistency of the DM recon-497

structions are not isolated to just the events displayed in Figure 2. Indeed we can categorize498

16 of our DM reconstructions as “Hits”, that is D0nT < 2.0RE , which includes 11 X-lines (A,499

C, D, E, G, Q, S, V, W, X, Y) and 5 O-lines (H, L, M, O, R). The equatorial X-line recon-500

structions for four of these events have been shown in Figure 2 while the analogous figures501

for the other 12 events are contained in the Supporting Information (Figures S2–S4).502

Several more event reconstructions do not fully resolve the Bz = 0 nT contour in the vicin-503

ity of the observed IDR, but still resolve regions of small Bz near the IDR. To categorize these504

events, the distance, D2nT, between the observed IDR and the Bz = 2 nT contour is displayed505

as the fifth column in Table 2. This yields 8 “Near Hits” (I, J, K, N, P, T, U, Z) where D2nT <506

2.2RE (< 2RE for all events except N). The equatorial Bz for these events are shown in Fig-507

ures S5 and S6.508
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Figure 1. 3D global picture of the magnetosphere and local MMS observations for 5 August 2020 (event Y

in Table 2) in GSM coordinates. It shows that the data mining reconstructed X-line matches one of 26 ion

diffusion region (IDR) encounters observed by the MMS mission during 2017–2020. It includes selected field

lines and the color-coded magnetic field distribution, Bz, sampled at the center of the tail current sheet taking

into account deformation effects caused by the tilt angle of the Earth’s dipole axis. The Bz = 0 isocontour is

shown by the black line (the color table is saturated at |Bz| = 2 nT to better reveal the isocontour). The inset

shows key IDR parameters: (a) the proton bulk flow velocity component vx and (b) the magnetic field Bz,

from the MMS4 probe (the small green spheres show the MMS tetrahedral configuration) whose location is

marked by the larger green sphere near the equatorial plane. The purple vertical line marks the reconstruction

moment, 5 August 2020, 14:20 UT. The 3D visualizations are constructed using the VisIt visualization tool

(Childs et al., 2012).
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Figure 2. IDRs and the equatorial magnetic field landscape. (a–d) Color-coded distributions of the equa-

torial magnetic field, Bz, with Bz = 0 and 2 nT isocontours (black lines), large green dots pointing to the

IDRs, and gray dots showing the spacecraft positions for the NN subsets used in the DM method for four IDR

events, G, M, W and Y. Panels on top of each equatorial Bz distribution show the global context of the consid-

ered events in terms of (a′–d′) the storm and substorm indices SMRc (black), SML (orange), and (a′′–d′′) the

solar wind/IMF parameters vBIMF
z (black) and Pdyn (orange) with the purple vertical line marking the event

time.
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Table 2. The MMS IDR Alphabet.

Event Start Date/Time Model Date/Time D0nT(RE) D2nT(RE) Figures

A 2017-05-28T03:57 03:55 1.94 1.40 S2 S8
B 2017-07-03T05:26 05:25 4.72 3.23 S7 S13
C 2017-07-06T15:34 15:35 0.58 3.77 S2 S8
D 2017-07-06T15:45 15:45 1.72 2.54 S2 S8
E 2017-07-11T22:33 22:35 1.37 1.46 S2 S8
F 2017-07-17T07:48 07:50 8.62 5.78 S7 S13
G 2017-07-26T00:02 00:00 1.44 1.24 F2 F3
H 2017-07-26T07:00 07:00 1.91 1.63 S3 S9
I 2017-07-26T07:27 07:25 5.18 0.39 S5 S11
J 2017-08-06T05:13 05:15 7.70 0.63 S5 S11
K 2017-08-07T15:37 15:35 3.22 1.57 S5 S11
L 2017-08-23T17:53 17:55 1.88 0.54 S3 S9
M 2018-08-15T11:57 11:55 1.47 0.70 F2 F3
N 2018-08-26T06:38 06:40 2.85 2.17 S5 S11
O 2018-08-27T11:39 11:40 0.95 1.65 S3 S9
P 2018-08-27T12:14 12:15 7.43 1.19 S6 S12
Q 2018-09-10T17:14 17:15 0.78 1.02 S3 S9
R 2018-09-10T23:57 23:55 0.88 1.64 S4 S10
S 2019-07-25T21:40 21:40 1.45 4.26 S4 S10
T 2019-08-31T12:01 12:00 1.88 0.68 S6 S12
U 2019-09-06T04:38 04:40 3.57 0.77 S6 S12
V 2020-08-02T16:58 17:00 1.06 0.61 S4 S10
W 2020-08-02T17:09 17:10 0.65 0.55 F2 F3
X 2020-08-03T01:04 01:05 1.03 2.11 S4 S10
Y 2020-08-05T14:19 14:20 1.13 3.94 F2 F3
Z 2020-08-29T09:56 09:55 3.26 1.73 S6 S12

The two “Misses” (B, F) are then events where both D0nT≥ 2.0RE and D2nT≥ 2.2RE509

and are shown in Figure S7. However, both events have a plausible explanation. Event B oc-510

curs during weak magnetospheric activity (SML≈ 0) with effectively no solar wind/IMF in-511

put (vBIMF
z > 0) while event F takes place during the middle of a several hours long gap in512

solar wind and IMF data (they are interpolated in the reconstruction). The last column in Ta-513

ble 2 matches each IDR event to its corresponding figures.514

3.2 Reconnection Features in the Meridional Planes515

The corresponding meridional slices through the planes containing the IDRs of the Fig-516

ure 2 events (G, M, W, Y) are shown in Figure 3, illustrating the magnetic topology and dis-517

tributions of electric currents, while the remainder of the IDR alphabet (Figures S2–S7) is shown518

in Figures S8–S13. The figures clarify that the observed Bz = 0 contours indeed represent X-519

and O-lines similar to the 3D magnetotail field geometry shown in Figure 1. They also con-520

firm the quasi-2D nature of reconnection apparently imposed by the North-South symmetry521

of the magnetotail (e.g., Tsyganenko & Fairfield, 2004) which is drastically different from the522

inherently 3D reconnection processes in the solar corona (Liu et al., 2016) and rapidly rotat-523

ing planets (Griton et al., 2018).524

These meridional distributions resemble empirical visualizations of reconnection in lab-525

oratory plasmas, which became possible due to their large number of real probes (up to 200)526

and additional symmetry constraints, such as the cylindrical symmetry imposed by the toroidal-527
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Figure 3. IDRs against the meridional current and magnetic field distributions. (a–d) Color-coded dis-

tribution of the electric current perpendicular (westward positive) to the meridional plane, which contains

the corresponding IDR (white dashed lines in Figure 2), for four events shown in Figure 2 with the simi-

lar format for global parameters (a′’–d′) and (a′′–d′′) on top of each distribution. The IDRs are shown here

by large orange dots. Thin and thick lines show the magnetic field lines and the magnetospheric boundary

(magnetopause).
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Figure 4. Profiles of the lobe field BL and current sheet thicknesses along the tail. (a–d) 1D profiles of the

for BL (black line) and the inverse TCS thickness 1/DTCS (orange line) sampled at midnight (y = 0) along

the tail for four IDR events, G, M, W, and Y. BL is evaluated at a height of z = 5RE above the center of the

current sheet. The inset panels (a′-d′) show the value 1D profiles of the current sheet thickness for the thick

sheet (black constant line) and DTCS (orange line).

shaped flux cores in the PPPL Magnetic Reconnection Experiment (MRX) (Ji et al., 2022).528

Still, in contrast to MRX, magnetotail reconnection is only quasi 2D due to the finite length529

of the X-line forming a closed loop with the O-line, as well as the explicit 3D effects, such530

as null-points (e.g., Greene, 1988; Ji et al., 2022). Null-points in the tail were indeed inferred531

from the four-probe Cluster observations (Xiao et al., 2006). They have also been extensively532

discussed as a key element of the substorm onset mechanism in global MHD simulations (Tanaka533

et al., 2021). An example of the null-point pair seen in our DM reconstruction of event Y is534

presented in Figure S14. Additional deviations from the simple 2D picture could be due to a535

strong IMF By (e.g., Cowley, 1981) or North-South oscillations of the tail current sheet that536

resemble a flapping flag (e.g., Sergeev et al., 2006; Sitnov, Birn, et al., 2019).537

Another interesting feature of the meridional reconstructions, which has important physics538

implications, is evident in Figure 3. It shows the variable thickness of the TCS assumed by539

eq. (11) resulting in a gradually thickening TCS at further distances down the tail. This is fur-540

ther illustrated in Figure 4, where the reciprocal of the TCS half-thickness, 1/DTCS, (orange541

lines in the main part of each panel) is compared here with the the tail lobe field BL evalu-542

ated at z = 5RE (black lines) for the main group of IDR events (G, M, W, Y). The similar-543

ity of orange and black lines throughout the tail region −30RE ≤ x≤−10RE suggests the scal-544

ing DTCS ∝ B−1
L is formally consistent with the properties of 2D current sheet equilibria for545

isotropic plasmas (e.g., Sitnov & Schindler, 2010). However, closer examination reveals that546

the lobe field in the isotropic plasma theory should collapse with the distance from Earth given547

the near-Earth TCS thickness (DTCS(ρ = 0)= 0.17−0.34RE consistent with observations that548

the TCS half-thickness is comparable to the thermal ion gyroradius in the field BL (Runov et549

al., 2005)) much faster compared to its profiles shown in Figure 4 and consistent with earlier550

statistical results (Wang et al., 2004). For instance, for 2D equilibria with the constant ratio551

Bz/BL (e.g., Sitnov & Schindler, 2010; Sitnov & Merkin, 2016), the lobe field should scale552

as exp(−(x/DTCS(ρ = 0))(Bz/BL)), and even with Bz∼ 3nT and BL∼ 100nT it would col-553

lapse much faster, compared to reconstructions shown in Figure 3. Besides, the conventional554
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2D isotropic plasma equilibria do not explain the multiscale structure of the tail with a TCS555

embedded into a thicker plasma sheet.556

Meanwhile, the observed scaling DTCS ∝ B−1
L with the actual (reconstructed from data)557

lobe magnetic field is quite consistent with the equilibrium theory of TCS provided by the Speiser558

orbits (Sitnov & Merkin, 2016). In particular, the x-scale of TCS Lx∼DTCS(BL/Bz)(D/DTCS)�559

DTCS(BL/Bz). Thus, the present DM reconstruction supports modern kinetic TCS models tak-560

ing the quasi-adiabatic dynamics of Speiser ions into account. The insets in Figure 4 show the561

half-thicknesses of the two current sheets represented by eq. (10) along the tail, with the con-562

stant value of the thicker sheet (D black line) plotted against the variable thickness of the TCS563

(DTCS orange line), demonstrating that DTCS approaches D at increasing tail distances but is564

constrained to be DTCS <D. Note that we neglected the possible radial dependence of the thick565

current sheet thickness D, similar to eq. 11, largely to avoid overfitting. We plan to further in-566

vestigate the tail current sheet structure in future studies.567

3.3 Special Cases568

Special considerations were taken in regards to events R and T. For event R, the initial569

reconstruction placed the location of the central plasma sheet ∼ 3RE below the MMS space-570

craft during the IDR observation. Upon further inspection, the event was found to have an anoma-571

lously large value of BIMF
y over the preceding 30-min, with a value of ∼ 8 nT. Large magni-572

tudes of y component of the IMF are known to significantly impact the shape of the magne-573

totail specifically through the twisting of the plasma sheet (Tsyganenko & Fairfield, 2004; Tsy-574

ganenko et al., 2015). Although this feature is included in the structure of the model through575

the warping and twisting deformation equations, via the parameter TW (Tsyganenko, 1998),576

its impact is presumably not captured in the storm/substorm state-space represented by eqs. (1)–577

(5). Indeed, computing TW using the empirical relationship from Tsyganenko and Fairfield578

(2004) (see their eqs. (1) and (5)), results in TW = 1.11×10−2, the largest magnitude across579

all 26 events and being a factor of two larger than the next highest and a factor of five higher580

than the average event. Thus, event R was reconstructed using this empirical value and not the581

value obtained during the fit (TW = 2.64×10−3). As earlier studies were primarily concerned582

with the inner magnetosphere and/or the near-tail region, they probably neglected to observe583

this inconsistency. In future studies, particularly of the mid-tail, this issue should be remedied.584

One potential solution is to explicitly add a dimension to the state-space that correlates to the585

twisting effect, for instance the value of BIMF
y itself or the IMF clock angle. However, owing586

to the “curse of dimensionality” (Verleysen & François, 2005), expanding the state-space may587

dilute its sensitivity to the storm and substorm features sought. Another solution that is po-588

tentially more robust is to exclude TW from the set of free parameters that is determined when589

fitting to data and instead replace it with an ad-hoc functional form such as the empirical re-590

lationship from Tsyganenko and Fairfield (2004) or Tsyganenko et al. (2015).591

In event T, the original reconstruction with σ = 0.3 underresolved the X-line, apparently592

because of the unusual IMF structure (|Bz| ∼ |Bx| ∼ |By| ∼ 6 nT ). To mitigate this issue, we593

slightly reduced the weighting parameter to σ = 0.25.594

4 Validation and Uncertainty Quantification595

Examples of in-situ validation of these global reconstructions are shown in Figure 5a–596

5d for the MMS4 magnetic field observations of the tail during events G, M, W, and Y (only597

observations from MMS4 are shown as the observations from the other three spacecraft are598

very similar). It reveals relatively large deviations in the magnetic field components Bx,y par-599

allel to the current plane (Figs. 5a, 5b). They are likely caused by the flapping North-South600

motions of the current sheet as a whole (Sergeev et al., 2006) that were found in MMS ob-601

servations as well (Farrugia et al., 2021). These motions are spontaneous and may appear in602

different phases of activity, so it is not surprising that they are not captured by the DM recon-603

structions. At the same time, the Bz magnetic field is reproduced even better than it appears604
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in observations after 5-min averages (compare the black line in Figure 4C with the inset in605

Figure 1). Thus, hitting 24 out of 26 IDRs, achieved in this study, shows (i) how to overcome606

the curse of data paucity for in-situ data and (ii) presents solid evidence that not only validates607

our DM reconstructions, but also helps understand the reconnection mechanisms and its con-608

sequences.609

The fidelity of the present reconstructions can also be seen from the uncertainty anal-610

ysis presented in Figure 5e–5i. It compares five original binning parameters (black lines; eqs. (1)–611

(5)) of the magnetosphere with their means (dark blue lines) and standard deviations (light blue612

envelopes) over the NN subsets. The closeness of means to the original parameters G1–5 and613

small relative values of deviations suggest that the selected NNs closely follow the magneto-614

spheric dynamics, especially on substorm scales (Figure 5g–5h).615

5 Global X-line structure in the context of substorm activity616

Since the main key to the present global X-line reconstructions has been the recurring617

nature of substorms and storms, it is interesting to check the evolution of X-lines within a sub-618

storm cycle. Indeed, some of the considered IDRs belong to classic substorms: C and D (14:35–619

17:25 UT), H (06:00–08:30 UT), M (09:35–14:55 UT), U (03:00–06:00). Here we consider620

in more detail the July 26, 2017 substorm containing event H. The equatorial Bz distributions621

in the growth, expansion, and recovery phases of this substorm are shown in Figure 6 and an-622

imated with 5-min cadence in Movie S1, with event H shown in Figure 6e. The onset of this623

substorm (Figure 6d) is marked by the formation of a new X-line ≈ 24RE from the Earth, which624

fades away later in the recovery phase (Figure 6f). This evolution picture is consistent the orig-625

inal description of the substorm cycle (Hones Jr., 1984; Baker et al., 1996).626

Note that this is not the only X-line in this global picture, as the reconstructions also show627

the persistent presence of a more distant X-line beyond ≈ 24RE distance (e.g., at r ≈ 28RE628

in Figure 6e). In contrast to the widespread prejudice that magnetic reconnection only occurs629

with the onset of a substorm, the existence of such a pre-onset X-line was conjectured already630

in the seminal paper by Hones Jr. (1984). Moreover, without the formation of such an X-line631

and a relatively steady reconnection there it is difficult to explain observations of the lobe mag-632

netic flux saturation in the last 40 minutes for a significant fraction of substorm growth phases633

(Shukhtina et al., 2014). Two X-lines with relatively steady (around 30RE ) and unsteady (around634

20RE ) reconnection regimes were resolved using the DM approach by Sitnov et al. (2021) who635

explicitly evaluated the steadiness of reconnection by investigating the meridional distributions636

of the in-plane (Bx and Bz) components of the magnetic field before and after onset and in-637

voking the Faraday’s law ∂Ey/∂x = −∂Bz/∂ t,∂Ey/∂ z = ∂Bx/∂ t. They also compared the638

results with 3D PIC simulations of the tail equilibria that revealed similar X-lines with steady639

and unsteady reconnection.640

The general misconception that the change of magnetic topology always results in ex-641

plosive reconnection is at variance with the large family of self-consistent X-line plasma equi-642

libria (e.g., Yoon & Lui, 2005, and refs. therein). Their PIC simulations reveal both active re-643

connection regimes (Sitnov & Swisdak, 2011) and steady configurations (Sitnov et al., 2013).644

After all, stagnant plasmoids are known in observations (e.g., Nishida et al., 1986). It is also645

worth noting here that the statistics of bursty bulk flows (Juusola et al., 2011) suggests that646

X-lines (and the corresponding fast flows) can appear in any phases of substorms.647

Other substorms associated with events C/D, M, and U show similar “classic substorm”648

signatures with the new X-lines arising at the onset and fading away at the end of the recov-649

ery phase. In cases of weaker substorms (events C and D with min(SML)>−400 nT), the650

new X-lines are less pronounced (Figures S2). In case of storm-time substorms (event M), the651

Bz variations, and especially dipolarization effects are much stronger (Figure 2b). At the same652

time, new X-lines may form closer to the Earth (∼ 15RE ) consistent with in-situ observations653

(Angelopoulos et al., 2020).654
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Figure 5. Validation and uncertainty analysis for events G, M, W, and Y, labeled (A)–(D) respectively. (a)–

(c) The observed MMS4 5-min averaged GSM magnetic field components (black lines) and their DM recon-

structions (red lines). (d) MMS ephemeris (in GSM) X (solid line), Y (dashed line), Z (dash-dotted line) and

the radial distance (pink line). (e)–(i) The storm/substorm state binning parameters 〈SMRc|, D〈SMRc|/Dt,

〈SML|, D〈SML|/Dt, and 〈vBIMF
s | as described in section 2.2, shown by black lines as compared to their

means over the NNs (blue lines). The light blue shading shows the standard deviations ±1σ of the NNs.

Pink lines in Figs. 4E, 4G, and 4I show the original 5-min OMNI data for the parameters SMRc (pressure-

corrected SMR (Tsyganenko, Andreeva, Sitnov, et al., 2021)), SML, and vBIMF
z . Yellow vertical lines indicate

the moment of the spatial reconstructions shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.
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Figure 6. Evolution of X-lines during the 26 July 2017 substorm containing event H (panel e). (a and b)

Geomagnetic indices and solar wind parameters in a format as shown previously. (c)–(f) Equatorial magnetic

field, Bz, snapshots in a similar format as Figure 2 for four different times during the 26 July 2017 substorm.

The four times are indicated in panels (a) and (b) by the vertical lines.
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Figure 7. Unusual substorm activity around event Y. (a) the ion bulk flow velocity, vi,x. (b) plasma beta

computed from measurements of ions. (c–e) The observed MMS4 5-min averaged GSM magnetic field com-

ponents (black lines) and their DM reconstructions (red lines) similar to Figure 5Da–5Dc but with different

ranges. Light grey lines show the magnetic field components before the averaging.
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As an example of relatively unusual substorm activity associated with the reconstructed655

X-lines we consider the tail evolution around event Y that occurred on 5 August 2020 at 14:20 UT.656

According to Figure 7e (red line), during this event the reconstructed Bz component becomes657

negative at 13:15 UT and continues to be negative through 14:20 UT. Event Y corresponds658

to a marked reduction of the SML index (Figure 5Dg). Therefore, at first sight, magnetic re-659

connection starts well before the substorm onset, even before the beginning of the growth phase660

of this substorm. This inconsistency (the gap between the red and black lines in Figure 7e)661

appears to be confirmed by MMS4 observations, which show positive Bz during the interval662

13:35–14:10 UT (black line) in contrast to a negative Bz in the DM reconstructions (red line).663

MMS observations also suggest that the plasma sheet was quiet during that period (Figure 7a).664

However, closer examination shows a more complex picture with far better consistency665

between the DM reconstructions, ground-based data, and in-situ observations. First, accord-666

ing to Figure 5Dg, the reconstructed Bz becomes negative in the midst of the recovery phase667

of a earlier substorm (∼13:00 UT), with a persistent solar wind input vBz < 0 for about two668

hours prior to event Y (Figure 5Di).669

Second, according to Figures 7b–e, during the last 30 minutes before event Y (13:40–670

14:10 UT) MMS was outside the plasma sheet with |Bx| ∼ 10 nT and a plasma β generally671

less than unity. Moreover, the positive Bz profile correlated with Bx and By enhancements sug-672

gesting that the current sheet was bent or flapping and that the observed positive Bz was a con-673

sequence. In any case, the measured positive Bz was not observed while MMS was in the plasma674

sheet. Furthermore, during the earlier period (13:15–13:30 UT), when MMS was indeed in-675

side the plasma sheet, it did observe significant tailward plasma flows, consistent with our re-676

construction of another Bz = 0 crossing (O-line) around 13:15 UT (Figure 7a). In other words,677

prior to event Y, the plasma sheet was active and its activity matched our reconstructed mag-678

netic field. Before 13:00 there was no inconsistency between our reconstructions and MMS679

observations at all (the error is less than 1 nT). Thus, our magnetic field reconstruction is quite680

consistent with MMS data, both the magnetic field and plasma data.681

6 Conclusions682

The consistency of the DM picture of the 2017–2020 MMS IDR alphabet suggests that,683

in spite of the extreme paucity of in-situ observations, DM successfully reconstructs the over-684

all structure of magnetotail X- and O-lines implying they are strongly self-organized on the685

global scale. It also supports Speiser proton orbits as the theoretical mechanism for the for-686

mation of an embedded thin current sheet in the magnetotail. The X-lines vary in length from687

5 to 40RE , with the shorter ones tending to form inside of ∼ 20RE while the longer ones, ∼688

40RE , appear beyond 25RE . The concurrent appearance of such near-Earth and midtail X-lines689

is consistent with the original conjectures regarding new X-line formation during substorms690

(Hones Jr., 1984). It also explains the detection of X-lines as discrete points in radial distance691

in remote sensing (Angelopoulos et al., 2013, Fig. 3C) as well as the stepwise retreat of mag-692

netic reconnection regions suggested by their auroral manifestations and confirmed by in-situ693

observations (Ieda et al., 2016). The persistent formation of X-lines near 30RE has also been694

confirmed by the statistical analysis of the travelling compression regions (Imber et al., 2011).695

The success of our X-line reconstruction indicates that year after year, the spatial/temporal pat-696

terns of storms and substorms in the Earth’s magnetotail are highly recurrent and hence re-697

producible with historic data, while magnetic reconnection controls the global state of the mag-698

netosphere reflected in its activity indices, their trends, and the solar wind energy input.699

Data Availability Statement700

The data used in the paper are archived on Zenodo (Stephens et al., 2022). For each of701

the 26 IDR events, files are included that detail: time intervals identified using the nearest-neighbor702

search and the resulting subset of magnetometer data and their associated weights, files con-703

taining the fit set of coefficients and parameters for the model, and the digital model output704
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data that were used in constructing the figures. The compiled magnetometer database used in705

this study is available on the SPDF website (Korth et al., 2018). This study extended this database706

with the addition of MMS magnetometer data which has also been included in the Zenodo archive.707

The SMR and SML indices obtained from the SuperMAG web page are also included in the708

Zenodo archive. The data describing the solar wind conditions were taken from the 5-min OMNI709

data (Papitashvili & King, 2020).710
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